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MISSION JKCMOX

TO FACILITATE NLD MOD WITH SUPPORT AND KNOWLEDGE IN ORDER TO SAFELY CONDUCT MILITARY OPERATIONS IN A MOUNTAINOUS, ARCTIC & JUNGLE ENVIRONMENT
Tasks JKCMOX

Drafting specific (safety) regulations
Draft & maintain doctrine
Organizing demand & supply meetings at tactical level
Act as quality controller
Set the standard
Act as National point of contact for the specific areas (Joint) Harmonization & professionalization

Educate if necessary
Mountain

Quality control for all courses within the Dutch Armed Forces in relation to mountain warfare (including rescue operations);

Task oriented forces mountain operations: Royal Netherlands Marine Corps, Air Mobile Brigade, NLD SOF.
Mountain

Quality control, validation and act as a source of information for all courses and operations within the Dutch Armed Forces in relation to mountain operations, travel, climbing, rescue and all activities with ropes on man made structures.
Arctic

Quality control for all courses within the Dutch Armed Forces in relation to arctic warfare (including rescue operations);

Avalanche Safety (including training, rescue and medical aspects);

Task oriented forces arctic operations: Royal Netherlands Marine Corps, Air Mobile Brigade, NLD SOF.
Arctic

Quality control, validation and act as a source of information for all courses and operations within the Dutch Armed Forces in relation to arctic operations, travel, climbing, rescue.
Jungle

Quality control for all courses within the Dutch Armed Forces in relation to jungle warfare (including rescue operations);

Task oriented forces jungle operations: Royal Netherlands Marine Corps, Air Mobile Brigade, NLD SOF.
Jungle

Quality control, validation and act as a source of information for all courses and operations within the Dutch Armed Forces in relation to jungle operations, travel, rescue.